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Abst ract
In this paper, we consider quasi maximum likelihood
(quasi-ML) detection in the reverse link system which
uses antenna arrays in asynchronous channels. It is
shown that the proposed quasi-ML detector can be regarded as a beamformer followed by a decorrelator, that
the proposed system performs better than the conventional decorrelator, and that the performance gain over
the conventional decorrelator system increases as the
number of active users and number of antenna arrays
increase.

1

Introduction

Although the CDMA technology offers higher spectral
efficiency than others [l] and has many other desirable
features, DS/CDMA system has major drawbacks of interuser interference and near-far problem. In addition,
even its large capacity would not satisfy the explosive
demands for mobile communication in the near future.
Thus, some additional method to increase the spectral
efficiency should be considered. Antenna array diversity techniques are investigated in [2][3] t o increase the
capacity of DS/CDMA systems. Diversity reception is
an effective way t o reduce the fading effects of wireless
systems: however, it is insufficient t o eliminate the interuser interference and restore fully the CDMA system
capacity [4].
As a technique to eliminate interuser interference and
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t o resist the near-far problem, multiuser detection has
been considered in [5][6][7][8].While the performance
of an optimum multiuser detector gives the lower bound
of the error probability, the complexity of the decision algorithm increases exponentially as the number
of users. Because of the complexity of the optimum
multiuser detector, the decorrelating approach is considered as a suboptimum multiuser detector in [5],and
a system that uses a decorrelator and an antenna array
is introduced in [9]. The performances of these systems
are better than those of conventional systems because
the multiuser interference can be eliminated at the expense of noise correlation and enhancement if the cross
correlation matrix of signature waveforms is perfectly
known. These systems, however, have a drawback that
decorrelating enhances and correlates the noise, and the
enhancement and correlation of noise gets larger as the
cross-correlation gets larger or the number of users gets
larger.
In this paper, we propose a quasi maximum likelihood
(quasi-ML) detector in the reverse link from a mobile
to a base station which uses antenna arrays in asynchronous channels. The performance of the proposed
system will be investigated.

2

System model

We consider the reverse link from a mobile station to
a base station with a n antenna array in asynchronous
channels. The channel is assumed t o be frequency se-

lective fading described by a wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) model and the characteristic of the channel is slowly varying: in other words,
the coherence time of the channel is much larger than
the data symbol duration. In mobile station, information bits are multiplied by a spreading sequence. After
multiplied by a carrier, the signal is transmitted. We
assume that we use binary phase shift keying (BPSK).
Then, the transmitter signal modulated by a carrier
frequency fc is
= f i R e { a : k ( t ) c k ( t ) exp[.i(wct

+4k)l},

(1)

where z k ( t ) is the kth user’s baseband information signal, c k ( t ) is the signature waveform of the kth user, f$k
is the random phase of the kth carrier, and Pk is the
kth user’s transmitted power.
Then, the equivalent complex baseband received signal vector at the receiver of the base station with antenna array is
K

and
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where
= I I 7 4 l . n , p l l - l , Rnn,p = +p(n)n;(n)), p =
1, . - - , I ( . Since the noise is spatially and temporally
white, i.e. R,,., = a n ’ l rthe ML estimates of s,(n) can
be obtained by’iaking the partial derivative of g1, L,(n)
and setting the result t o zero.
q n ) =
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In this section, we will investigate the quasi-ML detection of user signals. From the code correlated output,
we can set the likelihood function L p ( n )as

(3)

(4)

=

(9)

Quasi-ML detection

h - 1
k = l m=-1

(8)

If we know the signature waveform and time delay of
each user, we can compute yp,k
( - l ) , y$,
and -y$.
The
signature waveforms are known a priori and the time
delay of each user can be estimated by the method described in [3].
The covariance matrix of np(n)can be obtained as

where

where s k ( t ) = f i a k z k ( t ) , I< is the number of users,
a k is the attenuation factor of the kth user, (bk = -WcTk,
ak is the M x 1channel vector of the lcth user, and n(t)is
the M x 1 additive temporally and spatially white complex Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix un21.
We assume that the channel is Rayleigh fading and the
channel vectors remain constant during the symbol period. In other words, the channel vector of the lcth user
can vary only at the beginning of the symbol period
and remains constant during the symbol period.
The receiver scheme considered in this paper is shown
in Fig. 1. We use a uniform linear array which has
M elements. For simplicity, we assume the symbol
synchronous channel, which means the time delays are
smaller than the symbol duration: the result, however,
can be extended easily t o the general case. Let Y ( n )
be the A4 x K output matrix from the code correlator,
then we can write Y ( n ) as

= T,L Z I : ) T s n ( t ) c p (t TP)dt.

If we replace .?k(n+m),L = 1, - - -,p-1, p+1, -,K and
m = - l , O , 1,for sk(n+m), Ic = 1, . . . , p - l , p + l , . . . , K
and m = - 1 , O , 1 and combine the likelihood function
of code correlated output of each user, we can obtain
the following equation:

K ( n ) = Q(n)wX,(n),

signature waveforms. In the proposed system, on the
other hand, we use a filter with the same structure,
but the coefficients of the filter depend on the channel
vectors of each user. We can implement the proposed
filter by adding some more memories and multipliers t o
the filter used in [5][9].

(12)

where

4

Comparison with the convent ional decorrelating approach

In the conventional decorrelating approach with a base
station antenna array, decorrelation precedes beamforming. In the proposed system, on the other hand,
I
:
:
I
the received signal is beamformed first and decorrelated
later. With the proposed approach, we can get not only
diversity combining but also the advantage of reducing
the inevitable noise correlation and enhancement due t o
for m = -1,0,1, c$)(n) = yp,k
(m) d p(m)
,k ( n ) ,
is the delay operator (i.e., Da(n) = a ( n - l ) ) , decorrelation. The decorrelating filter proposed in this
paper is similar to the conventional one: we can see
W = diug([w1 w2
wK]),wk = f i c r k e j + k ,
that the former can be regarded as the later when the
X,(n) = [%,l(?Z) 2,,2(n)
G4T(R.)IT, ~ a , k ( 4 =
cross-correlation of signature waveforms are reduced.
IlUk(n)llXk, X,(n) is the estimate of x,(n), and
The reducing effect is due t o the beamforming, and it
= [a~(n>Yl(?Z)/llal(?Z)II
a f ( ~ ) ~ 2 ( n ) l l l a 2 ( 4 -I I
can be seen that the space diversity is used not only
(4YK(n)/llaK (4IllT.
to get diversity combining gain but also t o reduce the
Since each element of Q(n) is a polynomial of D ,
effective cross-correlation of user signature waveforms
we can see that each element of Q-l(n) is a rational
(i.e., to reduce the noise enhancement and correlation).
function of D. Thus, WX,(n) is a linear combination
The near-far resistance and asymptotic efficiency of
of Y, ( n ), delayed version of Y, ( n ), and delayed version
the kth user of the conventional decorrelating detector
of WX,(n). We can design a time varying inverse filis
ter whose input is Y,(n) and output is WX,(n): the
coefficients of the filter is time-varying and can be computed if we know the signature waveforms and the sequence d $ ) ( ? ~ ) ,m = - 1 , O , 1. Since we can estimate the
Similarly, the near-far resistance and asymptotic effichannel vector by the method in [3], we can compute
ciency of the kth user of the proposed system can be
dL:)(n), m = - 1 , O , 1 and the filter coefficients. The
written as
inverse filter derived is a time-varying filter and we can
treat it as a filter whose coefficient is varying with time
epoch n. Let the impulse response of the filter at time
epoch n be H , ( k ) , and define the transfer function of
the filter at time epoch n as G n ( Z )= C g - , H,(L).
We have already seen that An(1), An(0), and A:-') have
Then, it is easily seen that the inverse filter has the
smaller off-diagonal terms than I?(-'), I?('), and
following form:
respectively. Thus, it is easily seen that the near-far resistance and asymptotic efficiency of the proposed system is higher than those of the conventional system.

w.1

where AAm) is a K x K matrix whose elements consist
of 7:;) and d$)(n), m = - l , O , 1, k = 1 , 2 , - - . K ,and
p = 1 , 2 , - . -,K . Note that in the systems proposed in

[5][9], the filter G'(Z) = (R(-')Z-' + I?(') + I?(l)Z)-'
is used for the asynchronous multiuser detection, where
E("), m = - 1 , O , 1, are the correlation matrices of user

5

Performance analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed system in the sense of bit error probability. Witho u t loss of generality, we assume that the first user signal is the desired signal.
1496

The filter output can be written as

is equal to 1. The time delay of each resolvable path
is also uniformly distributed. We use a Gold code of
Vn(2) = WX,(Z> Ng(2)
length 63 and set E ( a 2 } = 0.2.
In Figs. 2-4,the bit error probabilities of the two
= WXa(2) Gn(Z)N(Z),
(18)
systems are plotted when the Rake diversity is not comwhere N ( 2 ) is the 2-transform of a Gaussian noise vecbined and the number of active users is 10, 30, and 50.
tor sequence. The 2-transform of the noise covariance
In each figure, we have three solid lines and three dotmatrix is Rn(Z)= AL-l)Z-' AAo) R;)Z. Then, the
ted lines. The solid lines are the bit error probability
output sequence of the first user is
curves when the number M of antennas is 2, 3, and 4
for the proposed system, and the dotted lines are the
bit error probability curves for the conventional system.
We can see that we can get more gain over the convenwhere ng(n) = 2-1{N#(2)} and ng(n) =
tional system as the number of antennas gets larger:
[ng,i(n)ng,2(n) . * - n g , ~ ( n ) ] Let Sn(Z) = G n ( Z ) * the gain also gets larger as the number of active users
Rn(z)G;(1/2*)= C g - , Tn(Ic)2-k, then the noise
increases.
covariance matrix can be written as
It is clearly seen that higher spectral efficiency can
be achieved by using the proposed system and the perE{ng(n)nf(n)} = a'iT,(O).
(20)
formance gain of the proposed system over the conventional decorrelator system increases as the number of
If we assume coherent reception, we can get the deactive users and number of antennas used increase.
cision variable pl(n) of the first user as

+

+

+

+

7
+ ~ p l a r ( n ) a l ( n ) a l e - j ~ l n , , l ((21)
n).
Then the instantaneous S N R

vl

of the first user is

where El is the transmitted symbol energy of the first
user and [Tn(0)]i,j
is the i j t h element of Tn(0). Since
a1 is a Rayleigh random variable, v1 is a chi-square
random variable with 2 degrees of freedom. Hence, we
can get the bit error probability as

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we proposed a quasi-ML detector employing antenna arrays in asynchronous channels. We analyzed the performance of the proposed system and saw
that the enhancement and correlation of noise which
was the major drawback of the conventional decorrelator system could be reduced. The proposed quasi-ML
detector can be considered as a system which performs
beamforming first and decorrelating later. It was shown
that we can get some gain over the conventional decorrelator system and the gain got larger as the number
of active users and the number of antennas increased.
Thus, we can get considerably higher capacity with the
proposed system than that of the conventional decorrelator system.
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6

Simulation results

In this section, we use randomly generated channel vectors. For each resolvable path, we set the channel response vector as the linear combination of 20 array response vectors whose angles are uniformly distributed
in [0, an].The coefficients are randomly generated with
a complex Gaussian pdf and normalized, i.e. the sum
of the squares of the absolute values of t h e coefficients
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Figure 3: The bit error probabilities of the two systems
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Figure 1: The receiver system architecture.
Figure 4: The bit error probabilities of the two systems
when the number ( I ( ) of active users is 50.
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